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Tails and Tales
Class Clown

Class Clown readers LOVE books that make them laugh! You enjoy books with outrageous characters doing radical things.

This list helps Class Clown readers find funny books that are also about animals.

- *Flora & Ulysses* by Kate DiCamillo
- *Marty McGuire* by Kate Messner
- *The Mouse and the Motorcycle* by Beverly Cleary
- *Audrey (cow) An Oral Account of a Most Daring Escape, Based More or Less on a True Story* by Dan Bar-el
- *Laser Moose and Rabbit Boy Vol 1* by Doug Savage
- *Mean Margaret* by Tor Seidler
- *Frogged* by Vivian Vande Velde
- *The Adventures of Nanny Piggins* by R.A. Spratt
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Class Clown

Class Clown readers LOVE books that make them laugh! You enjoy books with outrageous characters doing radical things.

This list helps Class Clown readers find funny books that are also about animals.

- Julius Zebra Rumble with the Romans by Gary Northfield
- The Extincts by Veronica Cossanteli
- Harriet the Invincible by Ursula Vernon
- Wedgie & Gizmo by Suzanne Selfors
- Pugs of the Frozen North by Philip Reeve
- The Quest for the Golden Fleas by Crispin Boyer
- Catwad Vol 1, It's Me by Jim Benton
- Two Dogs Go to School in A Trench Coat by Julie Falatko
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